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Tom
Thanks for your note. It’s business as usual for us. In fact Holt is one of our Tier 1 suppliers and at
 our team meeting today our analysis is that Holt isn’t meeting the 20% fill rate agreed as part of
 that arrangement. Wanted to give you early sight of this so you can cascade to your relevant
 colleagues that they need to increase activity/up their game. My teams will be in touch in due
 course to invite you in to discuss the situation. Look forward to seeing your performance improve
 over February.
Thanks
Amanda

Sent from my iPhone

On 7 Feb 2019, at 17:13, Tom Stead <xxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxx.xx.xx> wrote:

Hi Amanda
 
I hope you’re well.
 
I’ve just tried to call through to discuss the Brookson communication that has recently
 come to light between Trusts and agencies alike. No doubt you have been contacted by
 multiple suppliers, however I was wondering if you had any availability tomorrow for quick
 catch up?
 
I want to ensure we act in the best interest of our current and potential candidates moving
 forwards so would be appreciative of any time you have spare.
 
Kind regards,
Tom
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 Tom Stead
 Business Development Manager
 DDI: 01756 664285 07734 257295
 E: xxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxx.xx.xx
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